Abstract-A gray region can be made to look colored by a colored surround. This phenomenon, chromatic induction, depends on color differences around the boundary of the region. We performed experiments on chromatic induction with small, initially achromatic, targets on nine different colored surrounds ranging in color from blue to red. Using scaling of saturation as our measure of perceived color strength, we found that chromatic induction is at its maximum when the brightness contrast at the boundary between target and surroundings is minimal. This implies that the neural mechanism in the cerebral cortex that mediates the appearance of brightness at a boundary inhibits the activity of chromatic mechanisms at that same boundary. Observers matched the apparent brightness and luminance of each of the colored surrounds. For surround colors where brightness and luminance matches differ, brightness contrast, not luminance contrast, controls chromatic induction. These new findings, taken together with other evidence, require a new theory of color appearance that includes mutually inhibitory interactions between color and brightness mechanisms that are sensing color and brightness contrast at visual boundaries.
INTRODUCTION
The perception of the color of a surface depends strongly on the color difference across the boundary of the surface, on visual edge contrast (Krauskopf, 1963; Yarbus, 1967; Valberg, 1974; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Krauskopf et al., 1986; Ratliff, 1992; Shevell and Wei, 1998) . One of the most striking visual phenomena illustrating the power of edges to influence the visual perception of surfaces they enclose is chromatic induction: the visual perception of surface hue on an achromatic surface caused by the hue around its boundary. Even though one is aware that the interior surface has not changed physically, it changes hue perceptually. There are some results that suggest that much of the hue assigned to a surface by the brain is a result of edge contrast rather than local reflectance. In stabilized vision, hue fills in long distances from an unstabilized boundary (Krauskopf, 1963; Yarbus, 1967) , and this can even be seen with voluntary fixation in the periphery of the visual field (Krauskopf, 1963) .
Mysteriously, chromatic induction can be variable in strength, and sometimes seems weak, especially in unconvincing textbook demonstrations. This variability can be accounted for in part by our present findings that magnitude of brightness contrast at an edge reduces chromatic induction from that boundary. Figure 1 is a demonstration of what we have found: this figure shows the induction of hue into gray targets by a green background. In this figure, the large surrounding regions are uniform in brightness and chromaticity -green to the left and gray to the right. The surrounds are adjusted to be approximately the same perceived brightness. On each surround there is a column of square-shaped targets that increase in brightness from bottom to top. At each height in the figure, the square in the gray surround and the square on the green surround are physically identical. The maximal induction of redness occurs in the targets in the middle of the figure on the green surround. These are the squares whose brightnesses are nearly equal to that of the green surround (see Fig. 1 , legend). In perceptual experiments using many different background hues, we measured that maximal chromatic induction occurs always at or around the point of equal brightness between target and surround, whatever the hue of the inducing background. When the target is brighter or darker than the surrounding colored region, the induced hue is less. This implies that there are inhibitory interactions in the visual system between achromatic and chromatic signals evoked at surface boundaries.
Our findings bear on a long-standing dispute about the fundamentals of spatial effects on color perception. The laws of chromatic induction were early findings in psychophysics. Kirschmann's 3rd Law (Kirschmann, 1891) stated that chromatic induction was greatest when brightness contrast was minimal. Subsequently the 3rd Law was disputed, particularly by Kinney (1962) , who stated that chromatic There are nine square targets on each rectangular surround; each horizontal pair of targets is identical in spectral energy distribution and brightness. On an achromatic surround each target appears colorless (right panel) and target brightness increases from bottom to top. On the green surround (left panel), the targets near the middle of the picture take on a pink hue complementary to the hue of the surround.
The two surrounds are approximately matched for brightness, and the fifth target in the middle of the vertical array is equal in brightness (this may vary somewhat across observers and across displays) to the brightness of the gray surround -so the small square target disappears on the right hand side because the small square and the background are the same brightness (that is, there is zero contrast). For most subjects the fifth target in the left (green) panel is perceived as the most saturated pink of the nine targets; it is the target with least brightness contrast. Saturation decreases for targets both below and above this target.
induction was proportional to the luminance ratio between inducing and induced areas: the higher the luminance of the induced area, the less the induction. Jameson and Hurvich (1959) in one particular version of their opponent color theory considered a mechanism for chromatic induction consistent with Kinney's results (1962) . This mechanism therefore was of necessity not sensitive to the magnitude of the luminance contrast between target (induced region) and surrounding (inducing) region. Specifically, the theory of Jameson and Hurvich calculated apparent color from the color and brightness signals evoked from the interior of regions, rather than those evoked by boundary contrast (see Discussion below for a full consideration of opponent color theory). Others have examined the question of the rules of chromatic induction with several different experiments but did not reach a definitive conclusion (Jameson and Hurvich, 1959; Bergstrom et al., 1978) . We believe that their failure to obtain clear results is related to the same methodological problems that caused Kinney to dispute the Kirschmann result. We will examine this controversy in detail in the Discussion after presentation of our results. The main qualitative empirical difference between Kirschmann and Kinney is the following: Kirschmann's 3rd Law predicts that chromatic induction from a surrounding region into a darker test (induced) region will be less than into a test region that is equal in brightness to the inducing region. Kinney's work implies chromatic induction will be greater into the darker test (induced) region. Our experiments confirm decisively that chromatic induction is less into a dark gray than into a gray target that is of equal brightness with its chromatic surround, for a large set of surrounding hues. Readers can see this result directly already in the demonstration of Fig. 1 where the amount of perceived hue in the target is diminished for targets darker than the chromatic background. We will return to this issue in the Discussion.
The results of our experiments require a revision of the classical opponent mechanisms theory of color perception to include the mutually inhibitory effect of brightness contrast and chromatic contrast on each other. The classical formulation does not account for the inhibitory effect of strong negative brightness contrast on chromatic induction. We offer a preliminary version of a revised theory of color appearance in the Discussion.
METHODS

Participants
Five observers, three males and two females, ranging in age from 22 to 55 participated in this experiment. Color vision was assessed with Ishihara Plates and the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test -all observers were color normal. (0.627, 0.338, 18.8) . To maintain neutral adaptation, the 5 observers viewed an achromatic field (CIE x = 0.33, y = 0.33; 24 cd/m 2 ) between each trial. Observers used saturation scaling (100% indicated a target that appeared completely saturated, 0% a target that appeared achromatic) to specify the amount of chromatic induction. Scaling values for four repeats of each presentation were averaged. This technique, introduced by Jameson and Hurvich (1959) has been shown to be a very rapid and reliable method for determining the quantity of hue (Gordon et al., 1994) . Even though absolute saturation values are variable across observers, they are very consistent in the relative changes that observers show across conditions. In conjunction with hue scaling, saturation scaling yields color distance metrics such as wavelength discrimination that are indistinguishable from those derived using more traditional methods.
Apparatus and procedures
In separate experiments we measured the luminance of test fields needed to produce equibrightness and equiluminance values for each observer. We used heterochromatic flicker photometry (HFP) on the same SGI monitor as that on which the induction experiments were displayed, to measure an observer's individual equiluminant values for each of the chromatic surrounds. Each observer adjusted the luminance of a variable achromatic target, alternated at 15 Hz with each chromatic stimulus, to minimize flicker. The procedure was repeated three times for each chromatic surround with different starting points for each trial, and the average of the three settings was taken as the equiluminant value. We will call these luminance values F-match.
The observers also rated the brightness of each of the achromatic test stimuli as brighter or dimmer than the chromatic surrounds in order to find their equalbrightness values. The brightness matches were performed on stimuli presented for three seconds. Each of the 12 achromatic test stimuli was presented in a random order within a given chromatic surround (100 trials for each of the nine surrounds). The average of repeated comparisons (see Fig. 2 for examples) were fitted with psychometric functions and the means of the fitted functions used to estimate the equal-brightness luminances of the test for each surround. We will call these luminance values B-match. 
RESULTS
In the experiments, observers rated apparent color strength or saturation for circular targets of different intensities on colored backgrounds (as described in the Methods section). The targets appeared as different shades of white or gray or black when placed against a neutral background, but some of the 'gray' targets were noticeably colored (with an approximately complementary hue) when surrounded by color. The colored surround's luminance was held fixed. The graphs in Fig. 3 plot the apparent saturation of the target's (induced) color as a function of the luminance of the target, for two observers on two different colored surrounds. These are representative data sets. In all cases the scaled saturation peaked at an intermediate target luminance, as is evident in Fig. 3 (and also in the demonstration in Fig. 1 ).
The question is: how does the target's brightness and/or luminance compare to its surround, when the scaled saturation is maximal? To answer this question, we measured the luminance of the test, for each surround, at which induced chromatic saturation reached its peak (see Methods). We will call this value MaxSat. Then we determined the luminance of the test required to make it equal in brightness (B-match) to each colored surround. Finally (using flicker photometry) we found the luminance of the test that made it equiliminant for each observer (F-match) to each colored surround. MaxSat, B-match, and F-match means are shown in Fig. 4 for each of the nine chromatic surrounds.
For all observers, MaxSat was approximately equal to B-match. Thus, chromatic induction was maximal (MaxSat) when the achromatic central target had a brightness (B-match) that was approximately equal to the brightness of its chromatic surround. Chromatic induction was weaker when the central target was brighter and also when it was dimmer than the inducing colored surround. It is worth noting that, in these experiments, the luminance of the target was the same for B-match and F-match (see Methods) for most colored backgrounds we used. This result seemed Figure 3 . The apparent saturation of the target's (induced) color as a function of the target's luminance, for two subjects observing targets on two different colored surrounds. These are representative data sets of saturation scaling (see Methods section) by 2 out of our population of 5 subjects, with 2 of the 9 surround colors. The main feature of the data is that in all cases the apparent saturation peaked at an intermediate target luminance, near the luminance that was equal in brightness to that of the chromatic surround.
The points (means of four trials) with error bars (± one SEM) are fitted with continuous curves derived from our new proposed nonlinear mutual inhibition theory that is explained in the text. The vertical fine dashed and coarse dashed lines indicate the subjective equiluminance (F-match) and equal brightness (B-match) values of the target luminance, respectively. a little surprising to us at first (cf. Wagner and Boynton, 1972; Burns et al., 1982) but in fact similar results have been reported previously (Ayama and Ikeda, 1998 ). Ayama and Ikeda found, as did we, that while all observers required increased luminance for brightness matches to blue lights, some observers did not require this increase in luminance for brightness matches to red lights. For those colors where B-match = F-match, we could not decide whether it was equal brightness or equal luminance that was necessary for maximum color induction. However, for blue and blue-green surrounds, B-match and F-match were quite far apart. For blue surrounds, maximum induction was nearer to the B-match than to the F-match (Fig. 3,  right panels) . Therefore, based on the data from chromatic induction on blue and blue-green surrounds, we conclude that it is brightness not luminance that must be equated for maximal chromatic induction.
It is also of interest to note that while the values for F-match shown in Fig. 4 differ across the colored surrounds by more than a factor of four, the values for B-match across the colored backgrounds are within a factor of two. That means that the apparent brightnesses of the colored inducing fields used in our experiments were within a factor of two of each other.
We present the relative differences of our measured maximum saturation values, across the range of inducing colors, in Fig. 5 . The figure displays {(MaxSat − B-match)/MaxSat}, the relative difference between the luminance of the target for peak color induction, MaxSat, and the luminance at which it was equal in brightness to the colored surround (B-match): this ratio is equivalent to the brightness contrast at the point of maximum color induction. For all colors we used, maximal induction is at minimal brightness contrast. The amount of brightness contrast needed to reduce chromatic induction to half of its maximum was computed to be an average of 36.5% across all observers and inducing colors. Thus there must be a substantial amount of brightness contrast present to suppress chromatic induction, approximately 30-50× the threshold for brightness detection. This is consistent with the results of Miyahara et al. (2001) who found no effect on magnitude of induction for small changes in luminance around the isoluminant point. Figure 5 also shows {(MaxSat − F-match)/MaxSat}, the relative difference between the luminance of the target for MaxSat and the value determined by flicker photometry, F-match. It is clear that in the blue region of the spectrum, where F-match and B-match differ from one another, there is a large relative difference between the test required to achieve maximum saturation and that required for equiluminance. Figure 5 . The difference between the luminance of the target for peak color induction MaxSat and the luminance at which it was equal in subjective brightness to the colored surround (B match) or equiluminant to the colored surround (F match), normalized by MaxSat: this is equivalent to the contrast at the point of maximum color induction. For all nine colors we used, maximal induction is at minimal contrast when targets were adjusted by B match but not by F match. Points are means across the five observers, error bars are ± one SEM.
DISCUSSION
Our data prove that chromatic induction is greatest when there is no brightness contrast between a test area and its surround, in support of Kirschmann's 3rd Law (Kirschmann, 1891) . Brightness contrast, whether of positive or negative sign, suppresses chromatic induction. Brightness suppresses color just as color suppresses brightness (Alpern, 1964) , at inducing boundaries. Based on the results with the blue and blue/green surrounds (Figs 3, 4 , and 5), one can conclude that it is not the luminance (F-match) of a region but its brightness (B-match) that is crucial in the effect on chromatic induction. The dependence on apparent brightness carries some implications about the site in the visual system at which chromatic induction occurs. It is generally believed that luminance signals depend on the activity of the M-magnocellular system, and that signals for luminance are elaborated first in the retina and then passed to magnocellular LGN and thence to V1 (Shapley, 1990; Lee et al., 1990) . Signals about brightness and hue are generated in the cerebral cortex in extrastriate visual areas (DeValois and DeValois, 1993). Our evidence suggests that neural interactions in color must take place at a central nervous system site at which brightness is computed, presumably at higher levels of the visual system in extrastriate visual areas of the cerebral cortex.
As suggested above, there was a direct experimental test of Kirschmann's 3rd Law by Kinney (1962) , the results of which were interpreted to mean that chromatic induction grows stronger and stronger the darker is the test target. However, our experimental results are clear: chromatic induction is strongest when the test target and inducing surround are nearly the same brightness, as can be observed for instance in Fig. 1 . It is important to try to understand why Kinney (1962) obtained different results. Kinney (1962) reported that induction grew stronger on relatively darker test targets in experiments in which she varied the inducing surround's luminance and held the target's luminance fixed. This is the converse of what we did in our experiments, where the target luminance varied on a chromatic surround of fixed luminance. The demonstration in Fig. 1 parallels the design of our experiments, with a fixed inducing surround and varying target luminance. To test whether or not it matters whether the target or the inducing surround varies in luminance, we created the demonstration in Fig. 6 . This figure uses the experimental design of Kinney (1962) . The colorimetric purity of the seven green surrounding fields is the same but they are at seven different luminances, ascending from top to bottom in luminance. This was done by keeping the ratio of red/green primaries fixed in the color-inducing surrounding regions, and varying their luminances. Under these conditions, most people observe that chromatic induction is greatest when the subjective brightness of the target and the colored surround are nearly equal, and that color induction is reduced as surround brightness increases above the point of equality. (It is also perceived that color induction is diminished when the color-inducing surround is darker than the target, but this is not a point of contention between the classical studies; everyone observes this latter effect.) So the explanation for disagreements about chromatic induction is not which brightness, that of the target or that of the surround, is varied. Rather we think it has to do with how the amount of hue is measured as brightness varies. When Kinney (1962) observed more color induction at backgrounds brighter than equalbrightness, backgrounds that caused the targets to appear quite dark, this result could have occurred because she used a matching technique. To match the appearance of the darkened targets, her observers may have had to add quite a lot of color to the dark matching squares, more than they used to match the targets in the equal brightness case. This is because dark targets of a given colorimetric purity appear less saturated with color than targets of a higher brightness. The matching technique would say there is more color in the darker targets. Nevertheless, the appearance of these dark targets, targets on a higher than equal brightness background, is of much lower color saturation than equal brightness targets as one can see in Figs 1 and 6, and in our data ( Fig. 2 for instance) .
While this difficulty in measuring color appearance with a matching technique can account for Kinney's data, it does not fully explain the results of Bergstrom and colleagues (Bergstrom and Derefeldt, 1975; Bergstrom et al., 1978) . They used either saturation scaling or hue cancellation, but not matching, and varied target luminance as we did, and surround luminance as Kinney (1962) did. Under some conditions they obtained results like ours (maximum chromatic induction at equal brightness) and under others they did not. They pointed out that the outcome was quite sensitive to several variables, including pre-adaptation. We believe this may be the key point explaining the variability of Bergstrom's results, and the consistency of our results. The way we ran our experiments with a gray field, with a brightness approximately equal to that of the colored surround region, as a pre-adaptation field, and with relatively long observation times, prevented fluctuations in pre-adaptation from having a big effect on our results. Bergstrom et al. (1978) also worked at a lower mean luminance than we did and it is possible that color induction is weaker or more variable at dimmer light levels. One or a combination of these factors could Fig. 1 . Here the targets are all equal to one another in luminance and all have the same spectral energy distribution. They are neutral in color on an achromatic surround, as in the right hand side of the figure. Changes in the appearance of the targets are caused by the different surrounds. The seven green surrounds on the left were designed to have the same shaped spectral energy distribution (constant colorimetric purity) but to increase in brightness from top to bottom of the figure. Each gray surround on the right was subjectively matched in brightness to the green surround next to it.
The gray target on the middle surround on the left is nearly matched in brightness with its green surround, as is the corresponding gray target on gray surround on the right. The target on the middle background on the left, on the surround it nearly matches in brightness, appears to most observers the most colored (a dark pink). The crucial comparison is with the target just below it, placed on a somewhat brighter green surround. To most observers this lower target appears darker and less saturated than the physically matching target just above it. Note that the matches may vary somewhat from observer to observer and from display to display. have caused Bergstrom et al. not to obtain the clear confirmation of Kirschmann's 3rd Law that we found.
Our results support a theoretical picture of highly interactive cortical mechanisms for hue and brightness perception. Hue and brightness signals are strongest at boundaries between regions (Ratliff, 1985; Cornsweet, 1970) . Evidence for the importance of boundaries comes from the filling-in of color in stabilized images (Krauskopf, 1963; Yarbus, 1967) , and from the phenomenon of Gauzkontrast: the enhancement of chromatic contrast in a visual pattern when it is viewed through gauze or coarse cloth such that edges are effectively masked (Berliner, 1949, p. 31) . At edges, we suppose that there is mutual inhibition between neural mechanisms for hue and brightness in a kind of 'winner-take-all' network. Perception is ruled by the strongest signal for boundary identification. This is consistent with masking experiments (De Valois and Switkes, 1983; Switkes et al., 1988) , with previous results on suppression of brightness contrast by color contrast (Alpern, 1964) , and with experiments on darkness induction (Shinomori et al., 1997) .
This edge-based color theory is also consistent with the conceptual framework of opponent-mechanisms theory for color vision (proposed by Hering, 1920) and elaborated later (Jameson and Hurvich, 1961; Eskew et al., 1991) . However, to account for our results one must include four new ideas: (1) that the opponent mechanisms are not independent but interact strongly in influencing color perception; (2) that neuronal signals about chromatic induction are mainly evoked at edges of regions; (3) that the responses of the putative color-induction mechanisms are functions of the edge contrast; and (4) that interactions between color mechanisms (including a black-white mechanism) take place at the neural representations of these edges. For instance, our results require that the magnitude of brightness contrast at a visual edge evokes an achromatic signal that suppresses color contrast signals evoked by that same edge. Results on chromatic masking of achromatic patterns (Alpern, 1964; De Valois and Switkes, 1983; Switkes et al., 1988) suggest there is a corresponding chromatic inhibitory signal that suppresses brightness contrast. More generally, we hypothesize that all the multiple chromatic and achromatic mechanisms that are excited at an edge engage in a mutually inhibitory interaction. Note that, at very low contrasts near threshold, some interactions may be facilitatory (D'Zmura and Lennie, 1986; De Valois and Switkes, 1983; Switkes et al., 1988) . Chromatic induction is a special case of the general case of colored regions surrounded by other colored regions; the interactions that have become evident in chromatic induction are presumably active in every color judgment (cf. Hering, 1920) .
Formulations of color theory have not so far taken such contrast interactions into account in a quantitative way (Jameson and Hurvich, 1959; Eskew et al., 1991) . Jameson and Hurvich (1964) do consider Kirschmann's 3rd law briefly and indicate that it may be correct, and that it may be that it is the induction of Blackness or Whiteness that causes the decrease in the saturation of the induced colors. But they did not incorporate this idea into a quantitative model, and in the 1964 paper they refer in a misleading fashion to their earlier work (Jameson and Hurvich, 1959) in which the mathematical model and some of the data actually contradict Kirschmann's third law. Thus, our results necessitate a new color theory that includes explicitly the contribution of nonlinear mutual inhibition between color and brightness contrasts at edges, a theory that begins to quantify the observations we have offered in this paper. Here is one initial working hypothesis for such a new color theory: that perceived color saturation in a chromatic induction experiment is the ratio of stimulus color contrast to the magnitude of stimulus brightness contrast when brightness contrast exceeds a criterion amount:
Brightness contrast is the absolute value of the difference between the luminance of each test target and the luminance of the test target matched in brightness to the surround, normalized by the luminance of the test target matched in brightness to the surround, thus {BrightnessContrast = |{(Lum(target)−(B-match))/(B-match)}|. It is assumed that Max%Saturation is proportional to edge contrast in the most responsive color mechanism at the target-surround boundary. Equation (1) accounts qualitatively for the data we have observed as evidenced by the qualitative fit of the solid curves and the points in Fig. 3 (see legend) . The use of contrasts in equation (1) is based on the idea that neural signals in the visual system will be approximately proportional to contrast magnitude. So equation (1) is equivalent to the assumption that brightness and color neurons (or neural networks) mutually inhibit each other via a kind of nonlinear shunting inhibition. Other nonlinear mutual inhibitory interactions between brightness and color might be postulated: Equation (1) is a simple first approximation that accounts for the experimental data, at least qualitatively. Doubtless the theory could be refined to give better quantitative fit to the data, but at present we know of no alternative theory that accounts for these data even qualitatively. Note that the contrast as we have defined it is Weber Contrast (cf. Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984) . We also tried using Michelson (or Rayleigh) Contrast and it was clear that Weber Contrast yields better fits to our data.
Perception of the color of a reflecting surface depends upon discounting the color of the illumination; this is the primary purpose of mechanisms for color constancy (D'Zmura and Lennie, 1986; Blackwell and Buchsbaum, 1988; Brainard et al., 1993) . Chromatic induction is one major mechanism for color constancy. It tends to maintain the perception of a colored surface at its 'correct' color when the surface and its surroundings are illuminated by a colored light source that is peaked towards one end or the other of the visible spectrum. Our findings indicate that color constancy will fail more in scenes with high brightness contrast in them than in low contrast scenes because chromatic induction will be less in the high contrast scenes. This may have practical application in commercial design and in fine arts.
It is important to realize that chromatic induction and edge-based signals about color may not be the only color signals that are important in color perception. Recent studies of the neurophysiology of color vision (Shapley and Hawken, 2002; Johnson et al., 2004) , coupled with classical psychophysics of color detection (Mullen, 1985) , indicate that there is at least one other neuronal mechanism for color perception, one that is sensitive to local color signals and not to edge contrast. The edge-based system we have studied in this paper must in some way combine with the local region-based color system to generate the full rich experience of color.
